Cheat Sheet—November 1, 20222
Welcome to our November 2022 Fritsma Factor Cheat Sheet. On November 1, 2022, we move to a
new provider with new skin, our first update since 2013. Our update moves us closer to our
providers' Precision BioLogic Inc. and Affinity Biologicals Inc. formats while retaining our separate
identity. We anticipate that all participants will move seamlessly to our new page. If you've
managed a blog, you will know, of course, that many "bots" tend to fill your roster, so in case our
migration function identifies you as a "bot," please rejoin with your preferred login and password.
Contact me at george@fritsmafactor.com or Elaine Benoit, PBI Marketing, for support. Thank you
for your loyalty to Fritsma Factor as we enter a new era.

October 2022 Quick Question
Our October, 2022 Quick Question asked, “What is your policy on underfilled tubes?” This
provocative question arose from a September 20, 2022 discussion raised by Carolina Vilchez,
Rutgers University, and commented on by Bob Gosselin and Drs. Emmanuel Favaloro and Paul
Riley. Click October 2022 Quick Question for the results and a summary.
Watch for a November Quick Question on our updated website, which will be posted by Monday,
November 7 after our conversion “smoke” has cleared.

Coming Events
On September 18 we posted our “Coag Conversation” featuring Karen M. Moser, MD, entitled,
“Managing the Direct Oral Anticoagulants” and on October 17 the second installment was posted.
Click The DOACs for the first two segments of the three-part discussion. Conversation #3 will
appear on November 17. Dr. Moser offers her considerable expertise in a “user-friendly” manner.
Download her transcripts from the web site while attending our 25-minute presentations.
The next meeting offering hemostasis updates is the hybrid annual American Society of
Hematology [ASH] meeting, December 10–13 in New Orleans, Louisiana, USA. Join your fellow
“clotters” at this unique North American venue.
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